La ridente spiaggia di MONDELLO (Palermo)
Mondello, 14. VII. 25.

Seine liebe Mama!

Ich bin hier mit Onkel Hermann in einem italischen kleinen Seebad bei Palermo und bin fröhlich und wohl.

Für Deinen Geburtstag sende ich Dir die allerherzlichsten Wünsche. Ich kann Dir von hier nichts schicken, da alles sehr teuer und nicht gut ist, aber es komme im Juni zu Dir.

Grüße von Deiner Ehel.

B. G. P.

Küchenmädchen, Tinatalen.
Haus 41.

Stettin - Territz]
Dear Miss Hirsch,

I am so pleased to hear that there may be a possibility for your sister to get your mother out of Germany. I do not quite understand what kind of information your sister requires. We certainly signed a guarantee, No. 2008, but it had only gone in a few days before war was declared. We were only in a position to undertake this guarantee on account of the kind promise of Mrs. L. P. Jacobs to support your mother while she was in this country. Our guarantee was sent in, in the usual way, to the Jewish Refugees' Committee at Bloomsbury House who, in turn, submitted it to the Home Office. This guarantee is now, of course, absolutely void.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Miss R. Hirsch.